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As I looked over our past bulletins, specifically the May, 1970 issue, I see
that we've come a long way . Since that time we have tripled our membership, which now
numbers 145 members . We have tried to comply with the wishes of all to the best of our
ability, but it is a real task. Rega rding the bulletin, because of material available,
the size was changed several times .

	

will try to keep the format of 8'X11 in the
future . The last issue of the bulletin was sent out Third Class mail because of the
amount of material to be sent to you . If anyone did not receive his copy of the new
membership roster, kindly let -ne know, and one will be sent to you . In July, the first
addendum will be sent to you, listing over 20 new members who have since joined us.

	 OFOUR 	 MEMBERS

First of all, I 'm sad to report the passing of one of our members, Pat Gordon,
of Bennington, Vermont . Pat died suddenly on April 6th . He was an avid collector of
Swiss stamps for many years and had a very fine specialized collection. He also had
many good friends in Philatelic circles who found him to be a very fine end generous
person ; We all will miss him, greatly . Ile extend our condolence to his family and
friends.

Our reknowned member from Louisian a , John Barrett, has informed me that he has to
leave this country and go over to Ireland for two years, to finish his P . H . D . works
at the University College, Ga lwa y, Ireland . (At the s-me time he has taken e position
over there) . ; : en we h a ve his new address it will be listed in the roster, as he wants
to keep in close contact with the members of SASS. GOOD LUCK, JOHN	

NEWS OF THE CHAPTERS

From ' T . J. comes word that the Helvetia Chapter won BEPEX Club Awards . Eight
Helvetia exhibitors contributed to the capture of the Reggio Skiner Plaque, among
them George Wattach and Harlan Stone . Harlan Stone won the Helvetia award, a wooden
plate d decorated with the 22 Swiss cantonal shields around the rim, for the best

Swiss exhibit ; Sitting Helvetia Specialized including proofs, color varieties, and
covers . Within the novice class this exhibit also won the first place medal.Harlan's
second exhibit, Helvetia Republic Covers, 1793-1303, won the best in section award.

iron the W est Coa st efforts are still underway to organize at least one chapter Z

in the ;Northwest, between Frisco, and Settle, Washington . Bob Westermark andAllan
Sulliva n are spearheading this drive . 'anyone interested, contact either of these

	

m

-members for further information . There ^re well over 2D members in that area.

The New York Chapter has had very little success, to date . So far, only two or ;
three members have shown any interests . IMPORTANT NOTICE . A meeting will be set up for
the end of May to decide the future fate of the N . Y . Chapter . P notice will be sent
to all members in the New York area . Harlan Stone has volunteered to show and talk
about the two exhibits that won him the awards at BEPEX . 	 HOPE TO SEE YOUTHERE*****
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Here is a list of Swiss Philatelic Articles available on loan to the membership

1) Imperforated Helvetia Issue of 1854—1862

2) Counterfeits of Switzerland's First Air Mail Stamps

3) The Silk Thread Issues of Switzerland, 1854—1862

4) T . P . Postmarks of the Private Railways of Switzerland

5) Postal Stationery Can Be Fascinating

6) The Canton of Geneva and Its Stamps

7) The Pro Juventute Arms Stamps

8) Modern Swiss Postage Due Usage

9) First Postage Due Stamps of Switzerland

The above articles have been made available through the courtesy of the
Helvetia Society of Great Britain, and also from some of our fellow members, for
which we are most grateful . We trust that our members will make good use of them
as they have need of the information . Photo copies of the articles can be made up
if you want your personal copy to keep . The cost' is 50¢, including mailing.

This list was printed last year in the bulletin, but I thought it worth
repeating for the benefit of our new members who have joined since then . If any of
you have an interesting article you'd like to share with us, kindly send it in .
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CONTINENTAL EUROPE'S FIRST ISSUE — THE "ZURICH 4 AND 6"

by JOHN F . BARRETT, JR.

After witnessing the success of the
pre-paying "Penny Black" in 1840,

Zurich officials proposed before the Council
of State on August 13, 1842, the

manufacture of stamps. Charges would be

based on two rates, the 4 rappen for local
usage and 6 rappen for letters addressed
to any town in the Canton . Council
approval came on January 21, 1843, and
the stamps were issued on March 1, 1843.
The speed of production, allowing no
time for consideration of competitive
designs, is probably the reason why the
design bears such a striking resemblance
to the "Penny Black ."

The printing was done by Orell Fussli
and Co. of Zurich, and were done in
black over a background of either vertical
or horizontal fine red lines . The design
was by a Herr Esslinger of Zurich . There
were 5 individually hand-drawn "stones"
in a 100 subject frame . The postmark
consisted of the Swiss cross in a

quatrefoil frame, known as the Zurich "
rosette." Cancellations were to be red in

Zurich and in black outside of Zurich.
Issued were about 30,000 of the 4, and
165,000 of the 6 rappen . Postal validity
was until September 30, 1854, and other

	

Exceedingly rare are the bisected

dia- types of cancellations can be found, such gonally 4 rappen used to make up the 6
as the diamond Federal grill (after 1849), 	 rappen rate and a 4 plus 6 rappen used

'P .P .' and 'P.D.', and also circular cancels .

	

for registration or for destinations outside
_ _

	

of the Canton . Also known are mixed
There exists also deviations from the

	

frankings of the '4' with the Federal

red and black cancellations in that there

	

issues of 1850, the "Orts-Post," and the
was occasional use of a blue or greenish-

	

"Poste Locale ."
blue ink, said to have been used mainly in
Stafa, Regensburg, and one or two other

	

As multiple blocks of these stamps are
offices inside of the Zurich Canton . The

	

virtually unknown, (only as strips), it is
three offices within the Zurich limits

	

thought possible that they were sold in
which have been substantiated by known

	

horizontal strips, similar to the modern
covers are Enge, Neumunster, and Unter-

	

coils, thus becoming the world's first coil
strass .

	

stamps, if this could be proven.

Steve Pomex, one of our fellow members, also a member of the Helvetia Chapter in N . J.
recently conducted a quiz for their members on Rayon Stamps . Using colored slides, he
asked members to rate the value of some 25 different copies of RAYON II stamp, based
on their different conditions . Two forgeries and one stamp twice were shown to keep
them on their toes . A coded sheet was prepared so that each one could privatelycompare
his ratings with those of others . This code sheet will be presented to you, next month;

The largest single collection of the
Zurich stamps was auctioned in 1964 by
the late Maurice Burrus and comprised 57
lots of singles, multiples, and covers with
a total realization of over $117,000 .00.

In 1862 reprints on thin paper without
the red lines of the 4 and 6, numbering
120 and 400 respectively, were minted
but were not available to the public.
These can also be distinguished by the
fact that the black network is very faint
due to the worn plates.

Unfortunately for collectors, forgeries
exist of this classic issue, but also for-
tunately, there are monographs available
on how to detect them.



POSTAL CANCELLATIONS AND MARKINGS

IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN

DY. DR . FELIX GANZ PARTV111

POSTAL MARKINGS AND DIRECTIONAL INFORMATION AFFIXED TO MP IL

Postal markings of Switzerland are illustrated and priced through those known
prior to 1907 in the new edition, as well as in the old one, of the Andres and
Emmenegger Handbook of Swiss Postal Cancellations, now in the process of updating,
enlarging, and republication . For most markings since 1900, however, no list has,
to this writer's knowledge, ever been assembled, and the following illustrations
as well as the alphabetic list accompanying it are offered herewith with the distinct
knowledge that they, most likely, are quite incomplete, that they contain a few items
that were not postally affixed, and that the active cooperation of all interested
collaborators for their completion is sought.

Postal markings are a fascinating field of study and collecting, because they
reflect the practices, care, accuracy, and sometimes despair of a postal administration.
There are regular and standard markings, such as the tax stamps, airmail markings, or
postal customs strikes ; but there are also emergency markings, composed in hand letters
from a child's printing kit, such as those resulting from a train or plane crash . In
the list that follows only seen on mail after 1900 are mentioned, and the listing is
strictly alphabetic, relegating markings without text to the end . Unless indicated, -
the markings are struck in black . Actual sizes, (millimeters measurements) are not
indicated at this time ; but most reproductions are drawn lifesize, except the airport
markings which are reproduced from the Swiss Aerophilately Handbook and Catalogue with
the kind permission of that collector organization . Each marking shown has been given
a consecutive letter and number . New markings will be given alphabetic sub-numbers,
such as F3a, or F3b, to be inserted between F3 and F4 . Translations of the signs'
meanings are shown where necessary ..

When reporting additional markings, please send either a Xerox or a . hand drawn
actual size reproduction, state color or marking and date of year in which used . P
supplement to the following list is expected.

ALPHABETIC LIST OF POSTAL MARKINGS OFSWITZERLAND	

Nr .

	

Text

	

Translation

	

Color

	

Remarks

A 1

	

Abflug wegen ungünstiger/ Flight departure

	

In oblong framed
Witterung verschoben .

	

delayed due to 	 box (2 lines)
inclement weather.

A 2

	

(same text)

	

(smaller print)

	

(boxed)
A 3

	

(same text)

	

(crowded, small print)

	

(small. box)
A 4

	

(same text)

	

(letters widely spaced)

	

(large box)
A 5

	

Abflug wegen ungünstiger/ Flight departure delayed

	

3 lines, boxed
Witterung auf den 17/

	

delayed to September 17
September verschoben

	

due to inclement weather
A 6

	

Absender Unbekannt

	

Sender unknown

	

all caps
A 7

	

Absender Unbekannt

	

Sender unknown

	

mixed, seriffed
letters

ALPHABETICLIST OF POSTAL MARKINGS OF SWITZERLAND TO BE CONTINUED, NEXT MONTH .	
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MORE STAMP NEWS, NEW ISSUES

On May 27th, 1971, four (4) NationalDay
stamps PRO PATRIA, with additional charge
will again appear, which are to terminate
the "Stained Glass" picture sequence in the
'Art and Applied Art' series . The stamps
reproduce glass paintings of contemporary
artists presenting sacred motifs . With one
exception, the originals adorn church
windows in Western Switzerland, and they
are examples of the high standard of modern
artistic work, often found in small, rural churches.

90% of the proceeds from the additional charge of the stamps will go to the
'National Day Collection 1971, for the promotion of National Health . The remaining
10% is intended for the furtherance of cultural and social work of national importance.

In order to obtain your FDCs send your order into the PTT early, Or if yam
want the Society to order for you, send in your re quest by May 20th, latest.

	 LIECHTENSTEIN 	 New	 Issues are due on 11 June , 1971.	F DCS must be
ordered early. If you w a nt the Society to order them for you, kindly send in your
request by June 1st, latest .
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